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Report of the SUWS Mtg 

 

 

On Wed, Jan 17, 2023, 1:58 PM michael clark <mmilliganclark@yahoo.com> wrote: 

Because of the storm we had 3 attend.  I gave a little demo/ pep talk about "pocket sketching" and we 

each did a small watercolor sketch from photographs using the very small KOI portable watercolor 

kits.  We started by a critique of a large painting I had done from a small watercolor sketch which was an 

intro into making a watercolor sketch rather than just a pencil rendering plein air. 

 

We had it set to watch a 24 min video on pocket sketching by Kathy McCauley, but the library TV would 

not connect with my computer.  So next we tried connecting my phone to stream the program  on the 

library TV    The TV would not recognize my device.   So next we tried streaming it using my laptop 

computer.  About every 10 seconds, the streaming would pause to catch up.   So we abandoned the 

video and talked about what this lady was doing and then followed with  each person using the Koi and 

making a small painting sketch. 

 We had a drawing and Carol won the pocket watercolor painting sketch book.  The whole meeting was 

done by 6:30 pm.  I thought it was fun and it started snowing heavily as we dismissed.  The lack of 

attendance was due to the weather. 

 

I did receive confirmation from Jeannie Millecam who will conduct a 2 day workshop here.  Dates and 

times along with venues will be forth coming after she has a chance to consider what would be best.   

 

I received membership dues from:   Mona Woolsey,  Megumi Dold, Lori Ransom, Carol Stenger and 

myself.  I will get those monies to Debbie Robb.  I also sent those present  the calendar you sent me. 
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